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Vision and Mission

Vision

To be a leading source of knowledge and support for
all enterprise, from start-up through to Australia’s
largest organisations, through the provision of expert
advice, mentoring and coaching, and through
comprehensive, relevant, and most importantly,
affordable training.
We will give big business best practice guidance,
scaled to suit the size of each micro to large enterprise,
for them to achieve their strategic goals.

Mission

Our mission is to help enterprises from start-ups to
Australia's largest organisations achieve their
professional goals by providing affordable support
through expert advice, best practice guidance, industry
knowledge, mentoring, and coaching.

"We shall stay at the forefront of
the requirements for the 'future
of work', understanding its
patterns, needs, innovations, and
how our clients can maximise
their advantage"

At Small Business Assistance and Advisory Service
(SBAAS), we focus on driving holistic value to
enterprises of all sizes within Australia. 

We provide affordable access to the skills and
knowledge required to succeed in any industry.
Leading with our core values, we implement strategic
planning, process improvement, training, and
development courses, along with communication
strategies to help teach organisations how they can
scale up to their highest potential.

Our Managing Director Eric Allgood has provided
support for Australia's most prominent corporate,
government, NFP, and small business clients for over
20 years. 

With his 'people first' mentality and expertise, coupled
with highly trained consultants, your business is sure to
be in the right hands.
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Mental Health First
We show compassion and consideration to all
individuals, arming them with the tools necessary to
cope with the pressures and stresses of everyday life.

Ethical Leadership
We lead through ethical decision-making and stay true
to our word.

Accountability 
We pursue excellence and stand by our actions, taking
full responsibility for our approach and outcomes.

Innovation
We teach businesses how to produce consistent results
by considering all unique solutions to every problem.

Sustainability
We create solutions in line with the ever-changing
environment that consider the future of your business,
the community, and our planet.

Core Values

70M+
Of baby boomers will be

over 65, leaving a massive
skills shortage behind them.

48%
of workers are looking to
leave their employment
in 2022. Over 30% won't
have another position to

go to when deciding

57%
Of consumers engage

with organisations that
behave ethically in

interactions
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Mental Strength and Resilience: We focus on this as a priority and
foundation for success. Mentally strong and resilient people can face any
challenge. With the growth of Imposter, Victim, and Zone Syndrome,
there is staggering decline in mental health within the workplace,
decreasing productivity. When given the tools to manage what's in front
of them, individuals create practical, pragmatic, and innovative
solutions.

People and Human Factors: Human factors affect the efficiency,
effectiveness, and safety of a business. By providing environments where
employees can function at their best, you are implementing a successful
long-term business strategy to increase commitment and motivation
while looking after the wellbeing of your people. 

Strategy: We help you create a vision and direction for your organisation
that provides growth, in size and capability. When a process matches a
company's long-term goal, it means that all involved will work towards
obtaining the same result.

Finance: Without a financial strategy and controls, a business is at risk of
failure. Rather than being reactive, we help you look forward and
increase your financial literacy to apply tactics to ensure you successfully
advance in your industry. 

Legal and Risk: We prepare you for the unexpected by minimising risks
and extra costs before they occur. By reducing impact, you save money
and the future of your organisation.

Operations: We show you that having the right people, systems, and
processes in place will enable you to deliver on your promise and give
you the best chance of achieving your business goals.

Marketing: By understanding that meeting a customer's needs is
essential to the success of a business, we introduce strategies that will
help communicate your business 'why' and build credibility. 

To put it simply, we care about you and your organisation and strive to
coach, mentor, and train your people so that you receive sustained
growth through the realisation of your team's potential.

7 Pillars
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Outsourced HR

T H E  P R O C E S S  T O  E N S U R E  Y O U  G E T  W H A T  Y O U  N E E D

Getting to
know you

Gap Analysis

Proposal

Approval

We learn your business
structure, your historic and
current hot points, and
where you want to be.

We analyse your now and
future vision. You then
receive a plan on how to
get there. We discuss and
change as required.

You will receive a proposal
outlining everything
discussed and the
proposed scope of
ongoing work.

Once you have signed
off we start work.
Regular reviews shall
be scheduled to
ensure we are always
on the right track

STEP 01

STEP 02

STEP 03

STEP 04

People and Culture

On-call HR support
Change management
Employee engagement and retention
DISC profiling
HR coaching, strategy, and solutions
Policies and procedures
Workforce planning
Remuneration and benefits
Payroll services 
Recruitment 
HR Audits
Workforce Investigations
Relocation Services

At the centre of success and failure
within an organisation, the human factor
can be complex and high risk.

Frequently, good people can be an
excellent counter to poor planning.

Understanding that no planning will
overcome poorly engaged and
performing staff, SBAAS can provide on-
demand/ short or long-term project-
based assistance or an outsourced HRM
service provision. 

HR Consulting

Our HR consulting services cover:
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Executive Coaching

SBAAS doesn’t only peak performance, we are
committed on building behaviours, habits,
logical thinking, and ways of working that
create momentum, improved efficiencies, and
performance. 

Executive coaching is a confidential process
and one that stretches and challenges the
Mentee, as they develop new skills and
behaviours. It is also a process where in the
moment feedback is given, based on what the
coach sees, hears, and observes. 

Our Executive Coaches operate all over Australia in person or via video
conferencing. Teaching management the appropriate skills and strategy to run a
smooth operation while keeping their mental well-being at the forefront will
inspire staff members to increase morale, culture, and efficiency.

Coaching and mentoring sessions at this level teaches CEO’s, Managing Directors,
or General Managers everything they need to run their enterprise successfully. Our
Executive Programs provide a tailored plan to fit the needs of any individual.

Our unique approach uses a blend of Executive Coaching, Mentoring, Problem
Solving, Business Advisory and Accountability solutions to ensure that our
partnership delivers on the metrics that matter to your business. We work closely
with our clients to identify the key performance indicators for their specific needs.

Within six months of beginning our partnership, our clients see consistent
improvements in productivity, efficiency, sales, profitability, people, performance,
growth, and leadership outcomes. Your leaders become the role models for your
next generation of leaders.

High-performing, resilient leaders
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Management Mentoring

Too often, a new manager or supervisor will be
given the position with little to no formal
training on what it means to lead a group. They
may have been an outstanding team member
with years of experience before moving up the
ranks, but it doesn't mean they have learned
how to manage people.

Without the proper training and guidance, they
will revert to management styles witnessed
along the way. This proves to be ineffective and
can lead to retention issues and attracting 

New Manager Skills
Personal Productivity
·Supervising Others
Planning
HRM
Compliance and Quality Management (Customised to suit individual industry
requirements)
Interpersonal Skills
Conflict Resolution
Stress Management

We have created this program to teach new managers what it means to be a great
leader, within and outside of the workplace. 

This program includes:

Through our highly secure systems, we can assign tasks and track progress
throughout the duration of the programs. We ensure that only your consultant and
internal authorised personnel have access to your folder, assuring confidentiality. 

valuable staff. Without a well-oiled machine, the organisation could quickly fall apart

Operationally literate, authentic leaders
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Induction
Leadership
Communication
Conflict management 

SBAAS have over 200 training programs to choose from* and can customise
these to suit your organisation. Below are some of the customised programs we
can create:

We have designed our online training programs to give a practical understanding
of the academic theory that will ensure your organisation's professional
development is to its highest standard.

Our programs can be online, in-person, or blended, depending upon your
requirements and/or wishes. Our in-person training can be held remotely using
our Teams™ platform, ensuring the training is uninterrupted and maintaining our
security and privacy protocols.

With the information provided in these courses, watch as your new contracts
flow through effortlessly and have your team outperforming the competition in
no time.

Another bonus of our LMS is that we give you access to enrol your team at will,
manage their progress, and load your courses that are not available to the public.
The managed LMS programs are affordable and adaptable to your needs.

We can also assist with Nationally Recognised outcomes to your training,
ensuring you get only the best from the most compatible Registered Training
Organisations.

 *Contact us for a training list 

Training and Development

Over 200 existing training programs
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Personalised videos and animation
Guest speakers

Validation
Presentation materials
Learner guides
Session plans
Assessment and assessor guides styled to your requirements

SBAAS can provide extraordinary learning and development results for your organisation, from
the initial gap analysis to the complete curriculum and training design.

Our education design excellence is illustrated through the success of our corporate clients, along
with our regular contracts to design and create Nationally Recognised Qualifications for a range
of Registered Training Organisations.

Course design
Our course design services extend from the initial curriculum development to the required
presentation materials (or SCORM compliant files).
Your training may include:

For NRT compliant training, we provide:

We can design your entire curriculum to achieve your strategic or educational goals, or we could
concentrate on educational content based on your specific organisational needs.

SBAAS has had extensive experience in education design for TAFE, Government Departments,
and the Private Sector. With our combined expertise, we can deliver online training from basic to
the most comprehensive. Proving to be affordable, we have a program to suit any budget.



We look at where your market segment sits, what demographics you need to focus
on and then identify the perfect pitch and appeal.
We use the MECCAS model (Means-End Conceptualisation of Components for
Advertising Strategy) for analysing your advertising strategies.
We give you recommendations to improve your overall brand statement and
marketing program considering all channels and available resources, which will allow
you to obtain the best results within budget. Subject to our findings, we will
recommend the appropriate professionals or project manage any programs we
provide.

Branding and marketing reviews
Sales process review
Web development
Social media management
Project management

·Approaching new markets,
·Introducing new products or services to your existing markets,
·Pivoting strategies in difficult markets, and/or
·Tender planning, preparation and management for Government and Non-
Government work.

Marketing

SBAAS offers business audits in the areas of Branding/Marketing and Financial
Performance. 

How does this work?
1.

2.

3.

How we communicate with our customers and potential customers is crucial. By
conducting these audits, we can assess how your new contacts move along the 5-stages
of the buying process and what you can do to improve upon the strategy for guaranteed
success.

Other marketing services include:

Business Growth Strategies

SBAAS consultants have extensive experience in looking at your business from different
angles to see where growth potential exists. We can assist in:

Marketing and Growth

Don't get new customers, create a following
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ERIC ALLGOOD
Managing Director (CMgr, FIML, CAHRI)

Eric is a highly accomplished leader with over 20 years in the executive
space, working alongside NFP, Government, and corporate
organisations. He brings vast experience within the Government,
services, construction, and manufacturing, space, to name a few. With
proven success in business turnaround and helping companies break
into new markets regularly. Eric understands that communication is key
to stable growth and works with enterprises to best communicate their
‘why’. 

Eric is driven by helping others become the best version of themselves.
He brings an empathetic nature to everything he does and genuinely
cares about the individual and what will help them succeed. By
realising his clients' uniqueness, he brings specific strategies to each
one, allowing their business to shine.

Recognised for his leadership, and his Eric has twice been a mentor in
the AHRI mentor program and is current a mentor in the IML mentor
program.

Proudest professional moment: By identifying a significant lack of
training within a particular area of the aviation industry, Eric led a team
to create three new nationally recognised qualifications. These reduced
the risks noted from the lack of relevant trades training. All courses are
still present, with two of them fully government-funded under their
skills shortage program. Through this achievement, Eric and his team
created new career paths in aerospace coatings and saved the industry
in a financial and safety aspect.

Personal mantra: “Bringing the best out of others brings the best out of
me.”

Speaker on IR Reform and The Future of Training - SBAA International
Business Summit

Meet the Team

You need to live the culture you want to create

Masters of Business Laws
MBA
GC Business
Administration
GC Training and
Development
Bachelor of Applied
Management
Cert IV Training and
Assessment
Mental Health First Aid
First Aid
Provide Emergency Care
for Suspected Spinal
Injury
Basic Psychology
Workplace Investigations
Workplace Laws for
Business Advisors (FWO)

Qualifications

Chartered Managers
Institute (CMI)
Institute of Managers and
Leaders (FIML)
Australian Human
Resources Institute
(CAHRI)
Australian Society of
Association Executives
(AuSAE)

Memberships
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TRUDI ALLGOOD
General Manager

Trudi is a treasured member of the SBAAS team. Her extraordinarily
successful background in management, finance, compliance, and
marketing makes her an absolute force to be reckoned with. 

Over the last 20 years, Trudi has proven her leadership skills as the
General Manager and/or owner of various small businesses, including
real estate, social enterprise, and construction, along with guiding
clients through financial and business mentorship. 

Though she holds an impressive portfolio of HR and financial
compliance, trust account management, ATO reporting, cash flow
management, and bookkeeping services, Trudi also shines through her
nurturing mentoring style. 

As an all-around expert within numerous industries, Trudi can adapt
to any enterprise and quickly absorb how each process works. Using
best practices, she can overcome any challenge within the company
and management team.

Proudest professional moment: During a breakeven exercise for a
large enterprise, Trudi was able to use her expertise and attention to
detail to ensure that costs were being distributed fairly across all
departments. She could also pinpoint precisely whom the funds were
passing through and how to fix any problems that arose, saving the
company from any unnecessary loss.

Meet the Team

Financial literacy improves business performance

Dip. Bookkeeping
Mental Health First Aid
First Aid

Qualifications
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ROSS THURLOW
ln-house Legal Counsel

Australian immigration and commercial law specialist. Passionate
about helping innovative impact focused start-up ventures develop
their business concepts and commercialise their products/services.

Mental Health Advocate, Co-Founder of Brisrock, Director of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Development Australia, Volunteer
Caxton Legal Centre, Father, and Sports Lover.

Ross has extensive experience in Consumer, Commercial, Finance,
Privacy and Employment and I/R Law and has been assisting people in
these (and other areas of Law) for years. Ross believes that there is
always a suitable outcome if you think differently and take the time to
understand the underlying issues.

His integrity, commitment to small business and personal values of
accountability and community makes him a perfect fit with SBAAS.

Meet the Team

Grad Dip. Legal Practice
Bachelor of Laws and
International Relations

Qualifications

Qld Law Society
Registered with Qld
Supreme Court
Registered Migration
Agent

Memberships
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CHERYL VAN LEEUWEN
Small Business and Education Consultant

With extensive experience in VET, Training, Business, Leadership and
Management across a variety of business sectors Cheryl is an ideal small
business and education consultant.

A highly effective Trainer, Manager and Coordinator she has a proven
history of success. Through sound decision-making and leadership,
Cheryl has aided past employers in accomplishing both short and long
time goals.

With years of proven expertise building and propelling businesses into
success, Cheryl provides an extensive hands-on experience training and
developing high-achieving professional people to hit goals and exceed
expectations. She has an exceptional ability to engineer major projects
from concept design and budget definition, through to coordination
and successful launch. 

Cert IV in TAE
Cert in Project
Management Practice
Cert IV in Business Sales
Cert IV in Business
Administration
Certified NLP Practitioner
Certificate IV in Property
Services (Real Estate)

Qualifications



*3x Conditional Access Security Policies according to O3 standards 
Enforcement of Multi-factor authentication for all authorised users
Blocking legacy authentication methods for security
Blocking of international access for security

Self-Service Password Reset services enabled (enabling authorised users to reset
their own passwords, securely)
Microsoft Defender Safe Links & Safe Attachments ‘Standard’ configuration
applied (anti-phishing protections)

Microsoft Default configuration inclusive of;
4 week ‘Point in Time’ restoration of document libraries
93 day recycle bin ‘single item recovery’

SBAAS uses the Microsoft suite of products to provide the highest level of data
safety and greatest ease of use.

Teams
All our clients are added to a unique Teams group, meaning all our meetings,
documents, notes, and so forth are kept in the one easy to access place. Regardless
of whether we are your outsourced HR team, designing your training, or conducting
Coaching or Mentoring, your data is safe. 
You will always have access to the most up to date progress of any project through
our task management system, which tracks the things everyone needs to do to
ensure success.

General Security

Storage 

Please also see below some summary links for the aforementioned services 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/mdo-for-spo-odb-and-
teams

Our Technology
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/preset-security-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/mdo-for-spo-odb-and-teams


Contact Us

Brisbane 

Gold Coast

Sunshine Coast

South Burnett

Southern Downs

Cairns

Melbourne

www.sbaas.com.au

info@sbaas.com.au

07 3701 5045

@ozsmallbiz
@SBAASAus

https://www.instagram.com/ozsmallbiz/
https://www.facebook.com/SBAASAus

